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CARE & REMOVAL 

Clean your peel & stick accent with a damp cloth. Do not use household cleaners. To remove or reposition the accent, start 
from one corner and carefully peel the accent away from the wall. Move slowly and use gentle, even pressure.

APPLICATION

1)  Wipe your wall removing all dust and obvious contaminants. Lay your peel & stick accent 
face down on a flat surface. Pull back approximately six inches of the release liner and put a 
sharp crease in it. Be careful not to crease the face of the accent. For accents that come in two 
or more vertically stacked pieces, we recommend that you start with the bottom piece.

2)  Align the accent on the wall and use finger pressure to tack it in place. Using the burnishing 
tool (included), press the accent into place, moving from the center out toward the right. 
Return to the center and move outward to the left. 

3)  Pull the liner down a few more inches and continue to press the accent in place as described 
in Step 2. Repeat this process until you reach the bottom of the accent. If there are multiple 
pieces to the accent, repeat these steps, taking care to match the pattern at the seam. There 
will be a slight overlap at the seam.

PEEL & STICK APPLICATION

Need Help?
Visit:

www.4walls.com/install
for installation videos, downloads, & more!

Or contact us at: 
4service@4walls.com

1-800-496-4444 

WARRANTy
4walls warrants its finished product to be free of defects in material and workmanship for a period of 90 days from purchase, and will replace any material found 
to be defective. Please inspect all goods immediately upon receipt. 4walls is not responsible for labor charges, improper installation, installation of incorrect 
goods (those not approved or confirmed by the customer), removal of goods, or problems arising from defects in the construction, surface, or preparation of 
the wall.

4700 Lakeside Avenue 
Third Floor 
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Manufactured by
**CAuTION**

Plastic bag may be a 
choking hazard.

KEEP AWAy FROM 
SMALL CHILDREN

BEFORE yOu BEGIN

Your peel & stick accent works best on a smooth, clean, dry, painted, flat surface. Textured, glossy, or •	 metallic-painted walls 
will not allow for good adhesion.

Larger accents may require help. Ask a friend to give you a hand.•	

Do not apply your peel & stick accent on or near extreme heat sources such a lights or lamps.•	

Dust, dirt, moisture, and oils from your hands will diminish the life of the adhesive, so we do not recommend frequent •	
removal and replacement.

REMEMB•	 ER THIS: Self-adhesive materials like the first thing they meet! If that happens to be a dirty surface, they’ll stick 
to the dirt, resulting in a weak bond. If it’s a clean wall, they’ll stick to the wall, and you’ll be far happier with the outcome. 
In short, make sure your walls are clean before you apply your peel & stick accent!


